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Lynn Baker took me on as one of her trainees under her executive coaching programme. I have had
public speaking engagements over the years, but I felt that I needed to do undergo professional
executive coaching in order to ‘up my game’ and crystallise on my key note address.
Being an executive in a multinational corporate world, I needed someone who would understand
the dynamics of such an environment as well as have the candid experience of having successfully
coached similar individuals. Lynn and her executive professional speaking programme embodies all
these attributes.
I am greatly indebted to Lynn for taking the time to equip me and I am already seeing the impact of
her coaching from the positive feedback I get from speaking engagements I have had subsequently.
The quality of coaching I received from Lynn exceeded my expectations and was of an international
standard. I would recommend Lynn any day.
Lynn you are more than a ‘star’, you make ‘stars’.
Dr Rutendo Hwindingwi (PhD)
Associate Director Deloitte & Touche South Africa (Former Divisional Director Sage Africa)
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I found Lynn’s advice on my keynote invaluable. She was able to look at it with the eyes of my future audience
and give me really constructive ideas about how to make it better, to engage their minds and hearts and souls.
She was able to become part of my design process and really got under the skin of the content. And throughout
she was encouraging, positive and brought wonderful energy to our discussions. I will definitely get her input
occasionally going forward as I develop new material.
DR BRIAN ARMSTRONG - Telkom Chief Commercial Officer (recently retired)

Oct 2017

Lynn has worked with Emira Property Fund for 5 years, helping and coaching our Executive Team on our interim
and final results investor presentations. The work she has done with us has been and continues to be invaluable,
coaching and preparing us for our presentations. She is a highly skilled speaker herself and her advice and her
advice and practical guidance make a meaningful difference in ensuring that our presentations are professional
and to the point. In fact in 2017, Emira won the Investment Analysts Society award for the best presentation.
I highly recommend Lynn in the role of Executive Speaker Coach.
Geoff Jennett – CEO Emira Property Fund

Oct 2017
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Lynn Baker is a dynamic and charismatic executive speaking Coach. She has the ability to
quickly understand the core of what your trying to convey and what makes you unique as a
speaker. She the leverages this knowledge to propel you to the best speaker you can be.
Lynn is an incredible teacher who brings her expertise and experience to her coaching clients.
Vumi Msweli
Chief Executive Officer, Member of Institute of Directors, Certified Financial Planner, MBA
Qualified, Author, Non- Executive Board Director; Public Speaker.
October 2017
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“I could not have created my keynote without Lynn’s expert advice, guidance and coaching.
DANNY K - Professional Singer & Entertainer - August 2016
______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Lynn,
When I came to you with my original speech, it was merely the story of my horrific experience of being jailed in
Zimbabwe for 10 years for a crime I did not commit.
After your sound advice and professional coaching, it is now a powerful, flowing and gripping keynote speech that
skillfully shares the horrendous encounter of my ordeal and expertly highlights the deep life-lessons that I learned
from it. Over and above that, I want to thank you for the emotional and striking visuals that you selected for my
slides.
Your insight and vision of what this keynote could be, is nothing but remarkable. I can never thank you enough for
the contribution you have made to the incredible dream I'm now living as a Professional Speaker.
My gratitude is immeasurable. Thank you, Lynn, with all my heart.
Rusty Labuschagne - Professional Speaker - November 2016
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“Lynn’s guidance was critical in my delivering a positive message to our clients as well as to all South
African’s.
Lynn has those key attributes of quickly understanding a company’s campaign message, of
structuring words so that they flow easily and then to ensure that the message is captivating.
Myself and Regent Insurance highly recommend Lynn Baker.”

Paul Dangerfield
National Operations Manager and Highway Heroes Campaign Manager
Regent Insurance Company
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Lynn Baker is a unique individual. Not only does she coach speakers, she is a speaker herself and a
highly-respected businesswoman.
Her humility, kindness and the ability to identify talent is a cut above the rest!
With her brilliant expertise as a speaking coach and a professional speaker, I would like to thank her
for working with me and enabling me to become a successful international speaker.
I am forever grateful to this wonderfully talented human being, Lynn Baker
Dean Murinik
International Speaker – Tsunami Survivor

